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Abstract
\

. . .
.

This study investigated a) teacher-student communication patients

Lal*Ogeial education classroome,'14 differences in behavior between EA
. .

and tiet4achers,snd c) the teachir expectancy hypothesis that special

Niucation teachers Will i

they perceive as differing
f

ibit differentlotehavior toward students who

in appropriate cla04room behavior, achieve-

went, and disciplini. Classroom, observers recorded teacher-student in- A

teraction using aversion :of the,Brophy-Good observation system in five

Egli and seven EH classes'in an,urban and suburban school district. The

, . .

results indicated that EH and EM teachers a) tend to maximize success
., :

% ..,....

by aiming low level questions to specific students and use reinfoece-

ment.andiositive feedback, b) do not differ in their questio6ingj,
, t,

. . - i
'behavior and c) do not appear t

k
o exhibit differential communication to

srudenEs with varying Characteristics.
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TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION IN
SPECIAL ETZATION CLASSROOMS

Although the literature on teacher behavior in regular clasSroOms has

grown extensively in recent years, there are considerably less data on

special education teachers. For example, we know that about 80% of the

questions asked by regular teachers are either factual or procedural

(Gall, 1970) and that-many regular teachers fail to makeextenisve use of

reinforcement in class (Flanders, 1970). However, we know very little

about these arkgother categories of teacher lehavior pertaining to special

,bb( education teachers..

Special education 'teachers/instruct a wide range of handicapped stud

ents who are identified by different characteristics. 'For example,'
.

% ,

ornia a4.has developed programs,for the educationally handicapped (EH).

classification for learning disabled and emotionally maladjusted etudents,
.

i .

,

_ , .

These students must have average or above-average intelligence and te
,!..1

. c a, . ..
. .

seriously below expectancy in one or more academic areas.' Seriousness oft'

handicap is evident in that not more than two percent of a.school destrice,s
t 7

. .

enrollment can be assigned to the EH program. In contrast, thegeduceble..'
. % % ... .

mentally retarded (EMR).are 'efined as not profiting £rom,the feiurar -class-
. % -

room as. well as performing s gniftqandy below average on an individualized

;*
intelligence test and demOn trat ag maladaptive behavior! Given such

vaiiFing characteristics.be

teachers to differ inithe

no studies which haV e-iiii

classroom treatment:of h

Similarly, the exp

extremely limited. La

and EKR.studente, we may expect wale

rac tionk with them. However, we knot./ .of

0

cally observedEH and ERR teachers irigtheit
.

ped students.
.

. .

data in special education classroodkare.
,

975) completed a major review of reqearceon.
4 .

4
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the influendes of teacher expectation on the school performance of.handi7

capped children. Unfortunate*, all but a few studies originated in regular

classrooms. Although the data support the fact that regular classroom

teachers often react differently to individual students on the basis,of

be what extent
.

these studies can generalize to special education teachers. The fact that

special education placement leads to labeling and lower student self -per --

ceptions (Hobbs, 1975; Jones, 1972) does not necessarily mean that special

education teachers communicatedifferential expectations to different

students.

To date, teacher behavior research in special classes has produced

mixed results. Salvia, Clafk, and Yss .eldyke (1973) reported that special

education teachers had aftundency to retain stereotypestof "handicapping
r

conditions" even,;when they were not present. Haskett (1969) found that

teachers' perception of students was related to their school performance.

IHoweveb when Gozali and Meyen (1970) tested the expectancy phenomenon in

EMR clIsses, they found no influence on academic performance. Yoshida

and Meyers (1975) also found no difference in regular and special education

teachers' expectations for pupil success when a child was labeled "mentally

etarde ' or designated to be in a regular class._ Lynch and Ames (1572)

st died teacher behavior in both special and regular Classrooms. They

foun that special education teachers did not favor the.Tore able student4

,

while the regular teachers showed a definite bias toward more able students.

The -resea Chers in the first three seudies'attempted to
.

induce expecte-

tions by providing teachers with incorrect information about their studentis.
4

.

This- procedure follows the design of the early teacher expectancy studieSt

in reguldr classrooms. the Yoshida and Meyers (1975) study was a laboratory

N
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. . , . .

-. , . , .
experiment designed to investigate the bias of the*EMR lahei on ,teachers'

... .

expectancies as related to change ina studenes'performance. The last ,

study by Lynch and Ames (1972i was a naturalisticjnvestigation of teacher

communicaiion patterns with different students. trophy, and.Good 6.974)

have pointed out the shortcomings of experimentally induced expectancy-

and studies have recommended gieater use of naturalistic studies.

This investigation attempted to answer the.follawing questions: What

are the teacher-student interactionpatternin special education class-
1

rooms?. Are there differerices between EMR and EH ,teachers in their inter-.

action In schools co4rised of piedominantly high or low SES students?

Do special'education teachers exhibit the expectancy'effect by behaving

differently towards seledt students within a classroom in terms of tile.

type and level of questions and type of fe (Mack given to students? More

specificallydospecial education,tetchers behave differently towards

students they perceive as: exhibiting th; most appropriate classroom

behavior, exhibiting the worst discipline problem, profiting most and

4

least from the class, and achieving at the highest and lowest academic

levels.

Method

4

Data Collect$on

The data were collected in randomly selected self-contained special
. .

I .

1 - education classrooms: three EHR and four EH classels from an urban,school

i !
.

dAtrict and two EMR and threi EH cl.sses from a suburban district. The
.

,, ....

. urban district comprised students from predominantly lower-bocioeconoric,. . 4 .7,.. .e
4 4 4 P

4

backgrounds while the suburban district comprised students. from peecloriltdant-

ly midile-clais t4c)cgrounds. The urban'district had considerably Moie.EHR .

'

O .4.. 3.

`."
4.



classes than EH classes. This rate was almost reversed for the suburban

district.

The teachers were told that the investigators were interested'in

. . .

serving.differences in the classroom behavior of students. They were'net

informed that their behavior was the principal focus of the investigation.

4

5

Six coders using a version of the Brophy -Good Intetateion Observation \\_,

System (Brophy and Good, 1970), observeeach teacher for a minimum of ten

hours of codable interaction time.: The ckders spent t weeks praCticing
4 '

coding in laboratory and school SitUatigAS until they reached an 85% agree-

4 ment on all coding categories.

Teacher-Student Interaction Variables

/'

....... .

. The type of dyadic interactions coded were teacher-afforded response, ''"
. %.
. , ,

opportUnitiesand:other types ofd interaction initiated by the.children'
. *

.

.
. ,

.separately as to whether-th'ey were disciplide questions usedto encourage
. .

. better attention, open questions directed.to the 'class as .a who,e,'or

. . .

airect questions aimed at a particular child. Call outs werO coded wh n s

the:respondent called out,the answer without waiting for teacher recognition.

In addition, various types of teacher questions Oe re
.

eroCess, product, choice, and delf, Process questions requIre an expl
0

ane7.

tion of eli;;;?;ic phenomehouor'of the thinking or problem-solving strategies
-

used in arriving at a,contlusion. Product questions require * sing le word'.
. .

or short answer, previously reporting.fact from memory. Self-reference.

questions ask the student to provide his, opinion Or personal experience. .

)
Choice questions-provide the student with a list of alternative anitiets.

1
.

j
a

Irop wh n he must select the correct response.,
. .

.4 ..-

.4
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Coders also noted the quality of. the *child's Teeponse (correct, in--ii

, - . - .

complete, or partially correct, incorrect or no response) and the ly2e of s,
i

feedback given by the teacher (praise, criticism, supplying the answer,

repeating the question, rephrasing the question or giving a clue, or giving...,
, .

no feedback atiall).

After all observations were completed, the teachers were askedtd
.

. .

complete a questiOnnaire regarding various aspects optheir program.

e

In-
. 4 ,

4 -4
cluded,in

,

the
.

Wereere three questions

/

which asked the teachers

. I

., t

to select two students in
.

their class for the Vllowing categories, stud-
.

4.114, . ehts who 4splayed: '41) the worst discipline prbbiems, b) the best behavior,
.

c) profited most from the special education prog ram, e) performed at the

highest academic level, and f) performed at he lowest academic.level. A

student could be selected,for more than one category.

Data Analysis

Teacher behavior was ineasured by Identifying the percentage of the

typeand lerei of questions asked and the eedback given to correctand

incorrect (wrong) responses. dertain catd6ories in the observationsystem

.

were combined because Of limited responses. Tor exampled th epercentage
0

1--
of answers..

-

hesponded partially correct, incorrect, or don't.know by the"
- . - -.

. . . .

studentewas analyzed between students ' _programs (ED vs. EMS) within the
4.

urban,andanburban-districts and betweenstudents selected for the.specified
)

behavior achievement an progt categories idehtified above across all
..,s .. .

cla rooms. Feedback giVe to don't know responses were not included be-

. . ., ,

se of the low frequency of occurance. There were only-23 cases in the

ufb n dist ct and 13:cases in tl* suburbati-district where a stud:It
. _. ... ..

cou I0 not ye any answer to a que on. The following were the various

feedback reactions.observed in the study:

.

:
. -
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Percent Correct-Praise, Affrt:. Percentage of correct answers given
praise or affirm right feedback

. 7

'Aercent answers-Correct:' The percentage of answers responded correctly

Percent Correct-No feedback: 'Percentage of correct answers given
no feedback .

Percent Correct-New questions: Percentage of correct.inswers given '
a new question

.
r 4 o 4

PereeneWrg-No.feedback: Percentage, of wrong'answerg given, no
`feedback . ,

Percent,Wrg-NW-Crit:sP;-rcehtage of wrong answers followed by negate
wrong or criticism

/

. .

Percent Wrg-Sustain` Percentage of wrong answers giVen process, repe-..
titian or rephrase of question

o

Percent ift-GiveIns., Ask, Call-Percentage of .wrong answers ..followed
by giving answer4,,ask other,, call other

.1i *
Percent Wrg-New4Q: percentage of wrong answers folldwed by new ques-

_tions

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .

4 e.

Teacher - Student Communicat n Patten

Table-1 presents the mean e of and EH _teachers' level

of questioning and feedback to thstudints within each school district.

The sampli,size for the student in each district indicates the number?

of subjects involved in the different combinationk of behavior. .

. INSERT TABLE l' ABOUT HERE

.t

.

The 'predominant method of questioning, students was product questions

e

'aimed.at particular:stud its. The range in the mean percentage of direct

questions was 08Z-91%. (In all other response tategories die percentage

9
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did nqt exceed 18%. The level of questions was primarily product (52%-81%).

I
Other than the 19% use ofprocessquestions in the EMR 'class in the subur-

ban district, the teachers rarely used process questioning in Which the.

student is required to explain something. This. questioning strategy cloge-
.

ly resembles the behavior of regular teachers (Gall, I970)%
:AI

The of questions answered correctly is extremely high in the

'tv

sampled classes.

only 58% of their

- 4 ,

classes were 82%,
,

Although the EH students in the urban district answered

4
questions correctly, the average for the remaining

87%, and $8%. This finding is not surprising when we
4 1,

r the" low lever of questioning..
f

Let us now consider the type of teacher feedback afterstudents respondi
correctly qr tncorrdttly to a question. After a correct response the teach-

.

ers had tendency to
a -

rect or acceptable.

/Ariase or affirm that the student's response was cor-

The only difference was thaethe EMR teachers in the

urban district
s
tende0

less feedback (23%).

to useless praise or affirmation (75%) and used
_ .

. .

tfl.about 20% of the cases, the-teachers asked stud-
,

. . .
. -

ents who answered a.question correctly another question. There was a sig-

r . Alp . ..

nificant difference in Idle use of this strategy in suburban district

...

..,
it

where 1 EMR teachers
i
were more iiicely to usefthig trategy.

..

_

The. frequency ofinco rr ect responses was very loW. When a quebtion
V

was answeredwiticorrestly, the stladent,wp,s told, so or criticized on-an

average ranting from 83 to 86% of the time. In about half of the situations
,

the teachers used some sustaining feedback '(52% 64%)'

,or rephrasing the question 4pr giving a clue:

i

uch as repeating

"// 4,

One of the basic strategies in special classrooms wa(the teachers'

attempt to maximize succe and, minimize failtire. This was done by attain

proddet questiens to particular students and reintIrcingny sitive

`

10-

$

r

e

.4
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response. However, theri has been some criticism in what is called eiror-
.

less learning. Dweck (1975) studied the question of whether the most ef-
. a

festive way of ocercoming negative reactions to failur e is to elimina'te

it from the situation or teach the child tiow to deal with it. She worked

with subjects who were failure-oriented and found that when they were
.

taught to attritiutefailure during training to insufficient'effbrt, they

were able tq persist after failure in a test situation. Students in a

success only groupdid,not show anY'implvement of performance following

failure. Dweck concludes that instructional programs should include pro-,

cedures dealingwith failure ra ther that to attempt to skirt the issue by

trying to ensure success. Gold (1974 questions the strategy of reinfor--

cing'any little positive behavior in most programs for the retarded. The

assumption underlying the reirdoreement strategy is that retarded students

have little ability, and therefore, any response must represent Ansiderabli.
. .

effort: He suggeststhat "reward given$for low levels of success Could--

result in support for low self-concept (p. 11)." .That,is to pay, if a

1 ...

student is reinforced for success in ktask that he perceives as simple,
......

\
-,

. .

he may come to believe that his teacher perceives him as having low ability.

These papers have important implie\ 4ionl for the findings of the present
.

A . ft e
1.

study. Although the teacher may believe that low .level questions, correct

answers, and liberal ;use reinforcements Teaas to success and vosi-iive

/ 'self=concepts, the strategy does little to deal constructively with failure.

.
.

% . .

.

.
..

1 It quay also reinforce 'negative selftoneepts.

1 '

'Behavior of EH vs. EMR Teachers * 1
.0"

Inorder foitest whether behavior differed by type of teachei, a X2

r

test was used to analyze the data. The daiributioqs of percentages from'

both the EMR and EH groups within each school district were pooled and.the
. . ;

v

- L.
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k

median percentage was determined for each pooled distribution. The teacher-
.

. .

student intbraction,:pireentages4for a:tit variable were assigned to one of
4;

two categories, either above or below the median percentage. .This procedure 8. 4 .

created a 2 X 2 X2 tableNdth teacher tyte (EMR versus EH) as one factor *

_ . . . .A1

and frequency above or below the median as the second6ctor. Table 1
. 4. - -

presents th0 frequency of percentages above the median lor.eaCh handicapped

-

category within a school. district and the derived X2 value: 'Thus, for.;

correct-praise, AFFrt, 18 EMR and.26 EH students were above the median.

The X2 *lue was 5.17 which was significant at .105! This means that_in,

'
the urban district the EH students Weremorelikely to be given praiserotr

. it_

told they were right after.a correct answer than the EMR students. . The-
.

mean percentage for the EMR students was 74.6% while the mean percentage'

for the.EM students wal'096.4%.

The results of. all somMiartsons

7,of 34 difference's in the quantity

speceion of Table 1 revealed no dis

action towards students between the

a

of special education teachers yielded

or quality of teacher 'behavior. In- .

pincepatterns of differential inter

EH and EMR teachtrs.
r

INSERT TABLE2 ABOUT HERE

-

.Several pcissib44ities for the few number of significant differences

between EH and EMR teachers' behavior can be identified. First, special

/
education teachers may similarlyapproach EH and EMR students because

they perceive their students ap school failures, From an instructional

standpoint, it may make little difference that. the sadents ave been

' ai

4

O

r

4

111:7

<

.12

4'
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. classified as EH or mkt. Rather; the same'stietegres may be used to

reduce failure such as presenting questions which sp ecial lear ners are

11

.

aide to correctly answer. These responses art.usually followed by

praise. Second, the organization. of both EH and EMR classes such as

the low teacher-student ratios increase the probabilities of the

teacher using small group or one -to -one interaction between the.teacher

and stuaenX., Tfieavailabiliti of these instructional alternatives may
-.. .

result$n similar teicherbehavior. Thus,Aoth student and org anize-
,. :I

..

tionel c racteristics of special education programs:may be homogeneous

. . t . " .

enough to result in similar pOctices for EH and EMR teachers obsetVed
.

. .
.

:

in this study.

Teacher E xpectancy,ftaplor

Although the behavior, of EH and EMR teachers toward all students
. . , .

was simAariithe teachers could exhibit differential behayloi toward
.

. .
4

;
. .

. .

specific; students in class. This.conceplikaises
,

the egpectancy issue

'i.' . .. . . /
-rigarding.tpecial eduOation teachers. . 4 .

o-,. . . ,. ,

*.- . ....w

. Table 2 presents the observation data.c bining EH and EMIR classds ----.,,,
.. , c .

-., - .,....1,
. ,. e- .

A

84ParatelY.frorn 1)00 distriets on xeather behavior toward students iden-
.

i

tified letfie'questionnaire P),teris of bet4Vior, achievement, and =%.

:"'L'
success 0.olass. Only the 'means. are presented because there were no

. .

sigitificandif(erences in teacher behavior.
.

.-The observation data in Table 2 of teacher behavior toward students
. .

.

identified as 'exhiiiitirirgood or had behavior,,- profiting most or, least

. .

from the class, and-achieving at A 4gher or lower academic level appear

.

to- resemble thessame interaction found. with population. There
. .

%,

4

A.4

.

is no evidence from this data that the teacherswere likelyto ask 'Mr
. t..
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.
,

Main studentshigher level questions, reinforce them.more often, or use

'mote sustaining feedback.

..

0 Po

C.

Some Methodological Concerns

Although there was no evidence of differential teacher communiCa--

lion in the particular dyadic interactfon sy§tem used in this study,

researchers chould investigate oihertaicher behaviors in speciii classes
. .

- that might contribute to the communidation of low expectations. For

174,4

exampltoAtnce there area often one of more aides working with special-
....

, ....

-

education teacher*, students might be assigned to either the aide,or
°. ', % < ,

.
.

:

teacher according to vArious.student earacteristics such as achievement
. .

% A %. .
,. .

or motivation., This assignment may also influence the length of time

. ,

these -school personnel 'Llama students.

Let us consider for a moment a few methodological problems they-
.

may limit the usefnlntss-of!this_evaluation tobl, Pirst, there may be

more ten one teacher in the classroom. Indeed, this possibility is'

very likely in special oducatiOn classes.' It may even be usual to find

a teacher aide. assisting the teacher in such classes. What criteria
.

does the coder use to decide,whIch-tea0ing agent to measure? Moreover,

if the'coder decides'to always measure the teacher can:he be sure that

-;he students haVe not been differently selectea? It's possible, for

'example, that the teacher works with more problem students than the
. .

.
\

l'oother teiching,agere: Thus, /hese student are less likely to answer
.

. .- .

the Aoacher questions corr dy and be giv off 40edba state-
. *

,

gf.

71,-

a. . 14
r

44.

4



Bents from the itcacher.

t. 13

'Iecond, it is possible that some of the students may not be present'

in the class for the whole period. For example, the Older students may
a.

leavethe.classroom to take part in a woodshop ofbiewing program 'Thus,
,,

the older student§ da y'not be available for response questioning'idring
. .

some parts of the echool .day. In a similar vein, even if-these'stild-

ents come ,back to Fie class6om before,. the coder leaves there is reason\ .
I ,

to worry that-the students will .be given'special tasks: to work on

t °

while the teacher finishes his questioning of thC'Uher students. In-

deed, if the older students are given independent assignments then, `

there are.only a few viable response categories the coder can use to

. measure their'interaciion-with the teacher.

Third, sometimes the teacher systematically allows ceqain stud-
,

. .

b.

ents to leave/dlass for various peocedural matters (i.e. carry note ,to °A
office). If theeacher tends to send more prpblem student than

achieving students out of the Cpseroom on errands than the coder ,may

.

get less opportunity to measure these students on sow of the content
A ,

Categories. if
. -

Fourth] sometimes the
.

teacher can limit the fAll range of student

4

responses and his own feedback'to that resionse by asking self-referenced

questions. Vat exasiple, if a student is asked his opinion about. a tel-

evision personality it Is unlikely that the teacher will challenge his

answei or give the student a critical ftedback. Thus, the self-referenced

question ptecludes the possibility

teacher, feedback. Moreover, it is

of negative student answers and nigarive

/

certainly possible thatrspecialiedu-

cation classes may give more time to student opinion questions and. thus
. -

reduce the range of the measuring ftstrument.

15

'I
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- .. .
. . .

Filth, the teacher may limit, some of the categories by-using .8,11 . -

.

group activities in the classroom. The teacher may use the rephrase .

or ask othet citegOry mOre because of.the size of.the grodp. Also some
4

students may need special attention from the teacher {tutorial) and

thus work forlonger peridds of Ilme,in thesmall groups. Finally,

some categories may be used more becalse orthephysical,distance of

the students, to each other and to the teacher. The coder can pick-up

more non-verbal cues and thus need different decisions about border-
.

line categories,(e.g.-Araise versus affirmation).

The above limitations in tkobseration system may have led us

away f less,salientforms'of teacher expectancy. Thus, to fully
.

explain the expectancy phenomenon in special classrooms, it may be

necessary to focus on other types of teacher- student interaction than

the question-response-feedback dimensions in the Good and Brophy system.

Summary
.

This study was an initial effort to investigate: a) teacher-stuJent

communicatiqp_Ratterns in special education classrooms, b) differences

. .i...
. . 4

.
.

in behavior bet ween EH and EIS teachers and c) the'teacher expectancy
. .

hypothesis that'. special, education teachers will exhibit different beh-
.

avior toward students who they perceived as differing,in appropriate

classroom behavior,'achievement; and discipline..7.7he findings suggest
I .

-that:

(I) Special education teachers,tend to maximize success by aim-
,.

' "ing low level quebtions to specific stddents and use re-
.

inforcement and positive feedback.. ,
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Thee. are few differences in the questioning behaviors of EH

and Ere teachers within scholia districts' comprising of stud-

ents of different SES levels.
4

(3) Special eduqation'teachers,do not appear to exhibit differ4

- .

ential comtuniC.ition to students with'varying characterfs-

'tics.
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Percentiges, Frequency of Percentages.Aiove Medlin and

Chi-situate Values for DIR and SR Teachini_Dehavior by District
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